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Some 70 accountants, attorneys, and tax executives are expected at the University of Dayton Friday as the school conducts its fourth Institute on Federal Taxation.

The day-long program, a regional tax forum with tax experts discussing practical problems, current issues, and recent developments in the field will be held in the auditorium of Wohlleben Hall.

Keynoter on the program is Rep. Thomas B. Curtis (R.-Mo.), member of the House Ways and Means Committee and ranking Republican on the Joint Economic Committee.

This is Congressman Curtis's second appearance at the UD tax seminar. He delivered the principal lecture at the institute two years ago.

Attorneys and accountants from around the country share the program. Cincinnati accountant R. J. Englert will treat "Current Developments in Depreciation." Cleveland attorney James A. Scott will discuss "Reimbursed Expenses."

"Tax Planning in Real Estate Transactions" will be discussed by Albert E. Arent, Washington attorney. Cleveland accountant Robert Skinner will speak on "Practical Tax Problems in Corporate Acquisitions of Assets through Stock Purchases."

"Year End Tax Planning" is to be treated by Detroit accountant Keith Cunningham. "Deferred Compensation" will be treated by Cincinnati attorney Donald C. Alexander. And Merle Miller, Indianapolis attorney, will discuss "Seller's Problems in Disposing of a Corporate Business."

The program will get under way at 8 a.m. with late registrations. First discussions are set for 8:30 a.m. Congressman Curtis speaks at 1 p.m.
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